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Rule Acquisition

ThreeLdekgn strategies directly -related to the development a instruc-

tional materials for rule 1Farning were investigated In the first of two

experiments, the degree" 9f divergence between instances showed that contrasting

irrelevant feature* resulted- in better performance than matching irrelevant

features (2.',C .Qpi). The data analysis from experiment two ShOtied that when

the: tioncontextually similar rules were/ learned simultadeOusly, student per-
t,

formance was,,:sngetior to that- of Students who learned the rules successively

.001). When the 10th grade students were provided with an analysis of

how a given -instance represented application of geammatical rule, performance

was better than without it (2. < .05). The results were discussed in relation-

ship to a prescriptive theory of instruction.
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Rule Acquisition Design Strategy Variables: Degree of Instance

Divergence, Sequence, and Instance Analysis

In their review of instructional deVelopment Merrill and Boutwell (1973)

emphasize the lack of research directly related to the learning of complex cog- 7
nitive behaviors, such as rule using. Scandura (1970) recommends, in his exten

sive analysis-of discovery learning, the need for research ow learning rules

ulus instances. The purpose of this study was to tnvestigate three

d ign strategies that would facilitate rule acquisition by manipulating the

relationship of stimulus insances. The design strategies are extensions from

both concept (Tennyson, Woolley, & Merrill, 1972; Houtz, Moore, & David, 1973;

TennysOn, 1973; and Kiausmaer, Ghatala, & Frayer, 1974; Tennyson, Steve, &

Boutwell, 1975) and rule Vraub, 1966; Guthrie, 1967; Scandura & DUrnin, 1968;

Guthrie & Baldwin, 1970; Scandura &Voorhies, 1971; and Thatcher, 1972) acquisi

tion research.
. -

An early rule acquisition study directly investigating the relationship of

instances according to stimulus properties or features was Traub's (1966) re_

search on problem heterogeneity. In one condition, heterogeneous, the insttuc

tional problems had contrasting irrelevant features (characteristics of a

particular instance not,associated with the rule statement); while the second

condition, homogeneous, had problems with identical or similar irrelevant

features. Results of the data analysis showed that the group receiving the

-former treatment had superior performance. A range of differing irrelevant

features illustrated the scope of the rule's application--an especially impor

tant element for solving newly encountered problems--and focussed the learner's

attention to the relevant stimulus properties.:

The use of negative instances in rule leatning has yet to be adequately

tested. In concept acquisition research a negative instance is simply a

positive inStatme of another concept class. But in the rule learning research

4
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paradigm a negative instance is an incorrectly-. solved problem. Guthrie's,(1967)

study of pairing correct solutions with incorrect solutibns is an example of

this methodology ThatCher's (1972) studyis representative of investigations

e app a of araub's.(1966) concept of heterogeneity of positive in-

stances and Gilthrie's (1967) concept of paifing incorrect solutiOns with

correct--the results continue to:be that incorrect solutions do not significantly

- affect the learning of rules.

Scandura and Durnin (1968) demonstrated the importance, to transfer, of.

information specifying the application of a particular form of a rule to specific

instances. Rlausmeier et al. (1974) also specified a concept attainment situa-

tion where, even if given additional information (e.g., prompting and/or feed-

back; see Merrill & Tennyson, 1971), learners may not recognize the defining

characteristics of a concept as represented in an example if they do notseeog-

nize the critical attributes. Rlausmeier et al. proposed that an explanation

describing the critical attributes be given prior to presentation of the con-

ventional forms of instructional help, e.g., prompting (Cf. Carroll, 1966).

Independent Variables

Three independent variables, design strategies for the development of

instructional materials, were defined according to the relationship of in-

stances and the maniptilation of stimulus materials. The first design strategy,

degree of divergence, was a replication of previous research (Traub, 1966;

Guthrie, 1967; Scandura & Durnin, 1968; Thatcher, 1972; Tennyson et al., 1972)

dealing with the relationship of instances according to stimulus properties.

Two conditions of this variable were tested. For/the first, contrasted, the

instances were selected to represent the scope of a given rule's application.

Instances were presented in dichotomous pairs/SO that a wide range of
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irrelevant features would be demonstrated for each display. In the second
condition, matched, the irrelevant features of paired instances were identical-
or similar so that each

pal_al_pfAlgPlaye instances
y a small

portion of the rule's scope. It was hypothesized that contrasted instances
would focus learne attention mote effectively on the relevant features of arule than matched instances, resulting in superior performance.

The second design strategy,
sequence, dealt with the question of the use,

of negative instances in rule learning. Three conditions of this variable weretested. -In the first condition, simultaneous, two contextually similar rules
were presented

concurrently such that an instance fromine
rule was paired to

Itan instance of the second rule by matching
irrelevant features. The second

condition, random, was a sequence in whith the rules were presented concur-
rently, but instances were paired randomly with no attempt at relating one to
another. For the third

condition, successive the rules were presented
separately, i.e., all instances representing the first rule were presented
prior to presentation of instanfes representing the second rule. The *.w3 -fold
hypothesis was that presenting rules simultaneously wojkd facilitate rule
acquisitioi more than presenting the same rules successively

because learner
attention would be directly focused on the differences

of application betweenL,
rules, and if the between rule instances within a simultaneous sequence had
matched irrelevant features the resulting group's performance would be superior
to that of a group receiving randomly paired instances.

The third design strategy involved an analytic description of how a rule
applied to a particular stimulus instance. For the purposes of rule using,
the third design strategy applied both Scandura and Durnin's (1968) premise of
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additional specific information and Klausmeier et al.'s A1974)enotion of ex-
plaining attributes of a given instance. This desigin

strategy, analytical
explanation, utilized an analy1sis

statement of each stimulus i

features and explained their applidations. To test--this variable, two conditions were used: one with the analytical explanationand a second
without _it,

Two experiments were conducted.
Experiment I tested the degree of diver-

gence variable at two conditions
-- contrasted and matched --mend the second

variable, sequence, at two conditions-- simultaneous and randoi.,
Experiment IItested the simultaneous and successive conditions of the sequence variable and --added the third design strategy, analytical

explanation, at two conditions--
with the additional

information and without it.

Method

Students

Participants-in Experiments I (total 58) and II (total 60) were tenth grademale and female
students enrolled at thajFloiida

State' University
Developmental

Research-School apd the Florida A & M University Laboiafor;
School: Both ex-4..

periments were condudted
concurrently with students randomly assigned to oneof the eight

treatment conditions.

Learning Task

Twp transformational syntax rulas were used in-the
learning task: extra-position and it-deletion. The behavioral objective of the task was stated as

follows: Given nongrammatical
sentences, the students will

write)grammatical
sentences by applying either the extraposition or it-deletion

transformationalsyntax rule.
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Rule statements. The rule. statements were developect according to the
structure of a ruleas defined by Scandura (1970) and Merrill (19,3).

the relevant featuregLglthe_two-rale

4

That is,

er ze as eying a
domain, operation, and tange---The domain -of each-rule is-a set of sentences
having a specified form; the range is the corresponding set of transformed sen-
tences; and the opeation is the transformatioh by which this change takes place.
In addition to each rule statement, an exa sentence was given with an analy-
sis explaining the relevant features of the rule in reference to the specific
'stimulus instance. The extraposition rule statement and example were:

Extraposition is an optional :74e which may be applied whenevet

a sentence follows the pronoun "it" in a noun phrase. The clause

immediately after "it" may be moved to the end of the sentence in

which it is embedded. Here is an example.

It that he was a good sport pleased his father.

That he was a good sport tells the meaning of "it'd. The meaning of

"it" is included when showing the deep'structure. When we say the

sentence, -dc may ba able to leave out "...that he s a good sport"

if the reader'or listener already knows what we are talking about.

For example:

person D 1 = John is a good sport.

Person # 2 - I know,it pleases me.

person # 1 - It pleased his father.

As you can see, there is no problem knowing what "it" means in the

last line, but the meaning of "it" may be added to the end of the

sentence.

The rule statement for it-deletion and its example were:
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Whenever the conditions for extraposition exist but this

transformation-is not applied,_. the pronoun "it" muse be dropped.

. -Here- is --the- same example- demoirtrdti-ag,-i-t--dglE

(It) That he-was a good sport pleas-ad-hie-1

(dropped)

The sentence, after dropping "it0 is grammati al.
.

Let us put this sentence into a conversation:

pertion #1 - Why was his mother so happy?

person 02 - I don't know.

person 01 -.That he was a good sport p eased his father.

The "it" is not. necessary when the meaning as to be carefully

7

expressed.

For the extraposition and it- deletior rules, there is only one

correct way that they can be applied to sentences. You will not

need to choose an answer, but apply each rule.in the only way it

can be used in each situation.

Instances' In de*eloping i6tances frOm. the extraposition rule.statement,

sentence pairs were selected by contrasting such irrelevant features as subject

and syntax. An example of contrasting irrelevant features ftv a pair of

sentences is the following:

*It that she is sick worries me.

It worrids me that she is sick.

*John wrote it that the car is new is exciting.

7

CJ

John wrote, "It is exciting that the car is new."

The asterisk refers to the nongrammatical form of the sentence, while the suc-
,/

ceeding sentence demon6trates/he correct application of the rule. In the
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design of the sentences, instance pails were classified as sy or hard accord-
.

ing to complexity of the irrelevant features per insta e

accord -

It was assumed that

the ability to apply the rule Would be inqrgiliin

ture of the sentence was more complex (cf. M

tiff ficui t- when-the e true-

l'fi Boutwell, 1973; Elausmeier

et al., 1974). The it-deletilin rule inst ces were developed using the same

method. An item pool of 20 paired instances was developed for each rule.

A two-step format for display of instances was designed: The first, ;ex-

pository, displayed the nongrammatical sentence and grammatical sentence at the

same time (see above). The sec nd, inquisitory, featured a practice frame

ch students were required, o write the appropriate transformation of a on-
/

grammatical sentence. Students checked their responses to the inquisitory

instances b9Oferring to t e correct form on the succeeding page in the book-

let. In summary, the bas learning task consistid of an introduction .ed

transformational syntax, presentation of the two rule statements with examples,

an easy set of expository and inquisitory instances followed by a hard set of

each presentation format.

'Treatment Programs

Experiment I. Tw design strategies, degree of divergence (contrasted and

.matched) and sequence (simultaneous and random), were tested. The four treat-

ment programs lievelosied from the factorial cros ing of the two levels of each
I

design strategy are /illustrated in Table 1 nd described below:

Insert Table 1 about here

Contrasted- imultaneous Program 1 was composed of extraposition rule

instances that Were paired by contrasting the irrelevant features. In addition,
.

1t)
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the it-deletion rule instances were presented simultaneously with the extra-

position instances. Since the it-deletion rule must be applied when 'the,

extraposition rule is not, the nongrammatical sentences for both rules were the
same.

Matched-Simultaneous In Program 2, the extraposition rule instances had

matched irrelevant features. The it-deletion rule instances were presented

'simultaneously with the extrapositions as in Program 1.

Contrasted-Random For Program 3, the extraposition rule instances ware

contrasted; the same sentences as in program one were used ,here, However, the .

ittlpletion rule instances -were randomly selected from the item pOol for pair-040-

ing with the extraposition rule instances.

Matched-Random /t Program 4, the'matchekextraposition rule instances

from Program 2 were presented with randomly selected it-deletion rule instances.

Experiment II

This second experiment replicated and extended the first by investigating

the design strategies of sequetce and analytical explanation. In the first

variable the simultaneous condition was identical to that of the first ex-

periment, while in the second condition, successive, instances of each rule

were presented separately.\ The analytical explanation variable piovided the

student with an analysis of the relevant features of the rule in.relation to a

specific stimulus instance. The cwo conditions of the analytical explanation

variable were with and without the additional information. Treatment programs

developed for this experiment used the same two rule statements and instances

as the previous experiment. The four programs were:

Simultaneous-With In Program 1, using contrasted within rule instances,

the instances between the two rules were presented simultaneous

1.

th the
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analytical explanation, added to both the easy and hard sets of expository
stances. Below is a set of instances

illustrating ale analytical
explanaticar.

Extrapositiod* Rule:

*It that. Sebastian was her brother was Obvious to Viola.
It was obvious to Vila that Sebastian was her brother.

It-deletion Rule:

That Sebastian was her brother is the

embedded sentence which re-names it.

To apply extraposition, move that clause

to follow Viola.

*It that Sebastian was her biilher was vious to Viola.

That Sebastian was her brother was obvious to Viola.

When the extraposition rule is not ap-

plied, it-deletion may be applied. In

this case, remove the it before that-

Sebastian.I
Extraposition Rule:

*Heisaid it that you needed money was expected.

He said, "It taas expected that you needed money:"

When the extrapdsition rule is applied,V

the sentence maybe structured as a

direct quotatioq as it is here. The

sentence is then.reporting exactly

what the speaker said. That you needed

money is placed after the verb expected.

0
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Itr.deletion Rule:

-*He said it that you needed money was expected,

Helsaid, !'That you needed money was expected,.!

If the it=deletion rule is applied,

the sentence may alsdbe.in the form

of a,direct quotation reporting the

speaker word,for word. But the it

befOre the embedded sentence must be'6

deleted..

Rule Acquisition

Successive -!ith For Program 2,the two rules were presented successivelY4
,

i.e.-, Ithe entire set of contrasted it deletion rule instances were presented

first, followed by 'the contrasted ext aposition rule. nstances. -Instances for
both rules were predented with the analytical explanation material.

Simultaneous- Without. Progra0 3 was the same treatment condition'as in
.

c,

Program 1/txperiment I. That is,. the contrasted
instances for the. two'ruled

were presented simultaneously without the analytical
explanation material.

Successive-Without The fourth program,presented the two rul s ,succes-
4sively, the same as Program 2/Experiment II. Although the within rule in-

stances were contrasted, they were displayed
without'ihe'analitical explana-

tion material.

Tests

A premeasure on verbal comprehension (Factor V-2, Vocabulary; French,

Ekstrom, and 'Price, 1963) was admiAistered prior to' treatment for use as a co-

variate in the data analysis.

The posttest was..composed of 20 previoZIsly,unencountered
nongrammatical

sentences-ranging from easy to hard according to complexity of the stimulus

properties. Directions for the posttest required the students to apply the
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given rule by writing the grammatical form for each item. Difficulty of the

it-dele4on instances was increased by using sentences with the: word "it"

appearing twice.

Procedure

Programs for the eight treatments in both experirkents followed the same

format display; general directions, premeasure on verbal comprehension, learn-

..ing task, and-posttest. Students were randomly assigned to one of the eight

treatments from-the. two experiments. Following. the general directions, which

were read aloud by the experimenter while students read silently, the students

were administered.sn 8-minute, 36-item vocabulary test: They were then diredted---
#

to turn to the first page of the booklet and follow: while the experimenter

read aloud specific directions on how to proceed through the program. Students

were then directed to turn to. the next page in the booklet and begin the task.

There was no:time limit on the task. When they finished.the instructional

materials, they continued to the posttest. Students were allowed to'return

to any part of the instructional section'until they began the posttest. The
4

experimental sessions averaged 50 minutes each.
v

Results

An analysis of covariance was used in both experiments to test the

defined research hypothesis. The covariate was 36 -item test measuring verbal

comprehension. The tests for homogeneity of regression of within-class and

between -class linearity were nonsignificant (21>.05).' The dePendent variable

was number of correct respdnses on-the 20-item posttest. A two-way factorial

design with two levels for each main effect was used for the data analysis.

Experiment I

For the first experiment the design strategies -were: (a) degree of

divergence and (b) sequence. The means and standard deviations for the four,

treatment groups are given in Table 2.
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The degree of divergence main effect resulted in a significant F-test
(F = 28.33, df = 1, 57, 2. 4.001). Although the difference between means (con-
trasted, M = 14.2; Matched, M = 10.9) was slightly less than four points,
student Performance was better with instances that had different irrelevant
features than with instances that had similar irrelevant features. The se-
quence effect likewise had a significant difference between the two treatment
conditions (F.= 49.12, df = 1, 57, p 4.001). The two simultaneous groups had
a four-point higher performance mean score CH = 14.7) than the two random. groups
Q1 - 10.3).

Two secondary hypotheses were tested between the assumed least effective .

treatment (matched-random; see Table 1) and the two conditions with one or the
other most effective treatment factors (matched-simultaneous and contrasted-
random). A least significant difference (LSD) test showed that of the two

groups that had matched within rule instances but differing degrees of simi-
larity of irrelevant features between instances of two rules, the matched-

simultaneous group had a significantly (2, .4.05) higher correct score mean
than the matched-random group. On the second LSD test, controlling the effect
of the random presentation of between rule instances, the matched-random

group's performance score was again significantly
(TE 4..05) lower than the

other comparison group, contrasted-random.

Experiment II
-

The second experiment extended the sequence variable by comparing the

simultaneous display of two rules' instances with a successive condition in
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which each rule was presented separately. The third design strategy variable

of the study, analytical explanation, presented additional information which

related the relevant features of the rule statement to the stimulus instance.

Group means and standard deviations are given in Table 3.

Insert Table 3 about here

Data analysis on the sequence variable showed highly contrasting means.

significant beyond .001 (F = 205.83, df = 1, 59). The two groups receiving a

simultaneous presentation of instances fox the two transformational syntax

rules had a correct score mean (M = 17.2) of almost double that of the two suc

cessive groups (M = 9.1) which had the rules presented separately. In this

experiment analytical .explanation seemed to have less effect as an instructional

variable than the other two design strategies, with a significant F test at the

.05-level QE - 4.80). The two main effect means were separated by only a point

and a half (with, M = 13.8; without, M = 12.5). However, a LSD test between the

ctwo simultaneous groups showed that the students presented with the analytical'

explanation did significantly (p < .05) better than the group without it.

Discussion

Our purpose in, this study was to investigate design strategies that would

demonstrate acquisition of rules at a mastery level of learning, i.e., the

students, when presented with new problems would apply the rules correctly.

In addition, we specified treatment prograMs from the manipulation of the de

'gn strategies that were logical representations of instructional

methods. The research literature does demonstrate that students learn from

instances (see Scandura, 1970). This study, however, investigated a
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prescriptive set of instructional
variables that defined both the conditions fzxr

an effective presentation of the stimulus and the appropriate behavioral out-.
. come (see Bruner 1966; Glaser` & Redhick, 1972).

The concept research of Tennyson, M. Merrill, and Klausmeier (a'complete
review of this research is in Klausmeier et al., 1974), and the rule learningwork of Scandura and P. Merrill led us to propose.that

rule learning depends
upon.the ability of students to recognize the application of the relevant
features in newly encountered instances. Instructional procedures were pre-
scribed to focus -students' attention on the relevant

features of the ;stimulus
instances.

The two degree of divergence conditions, contrasted and matched, indi-.
, ..cated that an analysis of the instructional instances is a necessary' extension_
iYf the conventional task analysis procedures, e.g., Gagne (1970). A task
-Analysis establishes the relevant.features of a rule

statement (Ehrenpreis &
Scandura, 1974) and the parameters

of application; an instance analysis. pro-
vides.phe selection criteria and the

characteristics of the'Stimulus display.
Learning is a result of exposure to a stimulus

(Gagne, 1970); the design
purpose of an instance

analysis is to refine the type of stimulus from which
the student learns. Studentl in the contrasted programs had performance scores
averaging over 80%, while the students

receiving the matched stimulus in-
stances performed at the 50% level. Since all instances were carefully ana-
lyzed, the design strategy of contrasting

irrelevant attributes appears to be
the prescriptive factor in determining the students behavioral outcome.
Purthertore, the contrasting strategy is a deductive learning process where the
student applies the.rule statement to stimulus properties of uniquely different'
instances. Andy after the instructional stimulus is removed the student applies

1 7
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an inductive process by transferring to new instances (cf. Car oll, 1966). In

the matched relationship of instances. the deductive process is h ndicapped by

a limited range of exposure to irrelevaht features, resulting in low ability

to transfer rule use to newly encountered instances..

Sequencing of rules simultaneously by patching irrelevant featu s of in
.

stances facilitates rule acquisition because the rules are learned in the con-
text of the content structure rather than by single'units. Performance results

between the two sequence presentations-- simultaneous and successive- -were.

striking even though we hypothesized a significant difference: When the two

rules were displayed separately, performance was below 50%, an indication that

minimal learning occurred, especially when compared with the 862 performance \

of the.simultaneoua condition. Because of the structural similarity of the

two rules' relevant features, the simultaneous'presetttion exposed stuaents

to the differences between each rule's application.' In summary, the simul

taneous design strategy met the behavioral objective of rule learning while

maintaining the ittegrity of the context (see Pepper, 1970, for an introduction

to contextualism).

The final variable investigated,' analytical explanation, was first Used in

an applied situation when we were selecting instances for a concept learning

program and found that for difficult examples it was necessary to write down

how the critical attributes
were represented Am each of those examples. Because

of that experience, and from the results of a subsequent research study on

concept acquisition (Tennyson, Steve, & Boutwell, 1975), we assumed that in

rule learning students whd did not understand how the relevant features of a

given instance were applied would benefit from receiving additional information.

The data analysis showed that the condition with the analytical descriptions

1a
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resulted in significantly better student performance than the condition with-

out it. However, the observable magnitude of the mean differences indicates

that further refinement, of the variable is necessary. ContiOued study of this

design strategy should include documentation of the cognitive processes used-

by authors in the task development itself. Our cumulative research and

development experiences show that describing to.the,student the process

used in deriving the structure of the stimulus materials might be a highly

significant variable in instructional design.

Certainly, the results of this study need replication with St variety of

subject matters and with other conditions, but when reviewed in reference to

the total research effort in concept learning (e.g., the work of,Tennyson,

M. Merrill Klausmeier, Davis, and Moore) and rule learning (e.g., the work of

Scandura and P. Merrill) the impact on instructional design, can be immediate:

This extension of the task analysis methodologies to include the analysis,

selection, and presentation strategies of the stimulus materials does

represent progress towards a prescriptive theory of instruction.

19
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Table 1

Experiment I: Treatment Programs

Degree of

Divergence

Sequence

Simultaneous Random

Contrasted

Matched

Page 22 Page -.24

Page 23 'Page 25

Editor: Because of the spacing requirements necessary for this table, the four

treatment programs are typed separately on the following four pages. The

above table identifies the appropriate,page number and placement of each

treatment program.
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Experiment I: Treatment Programs

A

Rule Acquisition

22

Degree of

Divergence

Sequence
/

Simultaneous

Extraposition Rule:

*It that she is sick worries me.

It worries me that she is sick.

iJ

It-deletion Rule:

0

*It that she is sick worries me.

That she is sick worries me.

.11

%se

Extraposition Rule:

=
*John wrote it that the car is new is exciting. 0

=
4.1

=John wrote, "It is exciting that the car is new." E

C/3

It-deletion Rule:

*John wroteit that the car is new is exciting.

John wrote, "that the car is new is exciting."

2 4



Table

Experiment I: Tfeatment Programs

......r. 10.V.Nwwwveam..w

'Degree of

Divergence

Rule Acquisiti

23

Sequence

Simultaneous

Matched

Extiaposition Rule:

*It_that she is sick worries me.

worries me that she 4.s sick.ro
It-deletion 'Rule:

17 I

*It that she

That she is :s

sick

Extraposition Rule:

*It that he is healthy pleases me.

It pleases me that he is healthy

It- deletion Rule:

*It that he is healthy pleases me.

That he is .healthy pleases me.

0
0
0

4.1
r4



Table 1

Experiment I: Treatment Prograbs

Degree of

Divergence

Sequence

'0

Random

ConErasted

c-

Extraposition Rule:

4
*It that she is sick worries me.

Jow

)
It worries me that she is sick.

Rule Abqisition

24

ro
0
co
0

It-deletion Rule:
4.1

8

Extraposition Rule:

That the book was lost cost the school $10.00

*It that ,the book was lost cost the school,,$10.00.

John wrote it that the car is new is exd4ing.

John wrote, "It is exciting that the car is new:"

It-deletion Rule:

0
st,

*It that the fish were biting added to their success.

That the fish were biting added to their success.

2 t3

v



Table

Experiment I: Treatment Programs

Rule Acquisition

25

Degree of

Divergence

Sequence

Random

Matched

Extraposition Rule: 4!

/

*It that she is'sick worfies me.

r

A

L

it worries me that she is sick.

It-deletion Rule:

*It that the book was lost cost school $10.00.

That the-book was lost cost the school $10.00.

Extraposition Rule:

*It that he is healthy plehses me.

It pleases me that he is healthy.

It-deletion Rule:

0

*It that the fish wee biting added to their success.

That the fish were biting added to their success.

****.Www*



Table 2

Experiment 1,

Adjusted Correct, Score Means and Standard

Deviations for Degree of Divergence and Sequence

Degree of

Divergence
Sequence

Simultaneous

'Contrasted 17.0
a-

2.211-

Matched.
itk

11.4

St) 2.9

474Adiuste-d---ca#ect-sQofe-means

bateadwrzudextatlona..

2 3

Rule Aquisition

Random

12.5

3.4

9;2

3.3

26
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Table 3

Experiment 2

Adjusted Correct Score /leans and Standard

Deviations for Sequence_and Analytical Explanation

.....ftAPJ,MONY.,,IWON.I..

Analytical

Explanation
Sequence

C

Simultaneous Successive

With 18.e -9.4

2.1b 2.6

Without 16.3 8..8

2.0 3.9

aAdjusted-correct score 'means

bStandard deviations

2 3

f!.

.7.
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Footnote.

The.authors gratefully acknowledge the extensive reviews of the

manuscript by Joseph M: Scandura, Edward C. Caldwell, and C. Victor
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